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Appendix A details design specifications which amend the provisions of the AASHTO Guide Specifications for LRFD Seismic Bridge Design (referred to in this report as the AASHTO Seismic Guide Specifications). As such, it is formatted per AASHTO requirements as an additional appendix to the Seismic Guide Specifications, where it is proposed to be appendix C. The design provisions of the AASHTO Seismic Guide Specifications apply to the Highways for LIFE precast bent system for seismic regions except as modified according to the provisions herein. All cross-references in this appendix are in relation to the second edition (2011) of the AASHTO Seismic Guide Specifications.
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PREFACE

The following are design specifications which amend the provisions of the AASHTO Guide Specifications for LRFD Seismic Bridge Design. As such, it is formatted per AASHTO requirements as an additional appendix to the Seismic Guide Specifications, where it is proposed to be appendix C. The design provisions of the Seismic Guide Specifications apply to the Highways for LIFE precast bent system for seismic regions except as modified according to the following provisions. All cross-references within this appendix are in relation to the second edition of the Seismic Guide Specifications (2011).
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Appendix C to AASHTO Guide Specifications for LRFD Seismic Bridge Design:

Design Requirements

PRECAST BENT SYSTEM FOR SEISMIC REGIONS DEVELOPED UNDER HIGHWAYS FOR LIFE TECHNOLOGY PARTNERSHIPS PROGRAM

C.1 – INTRODUCTION

A fully precast bent system was developed under the Highways for LIFE Technology Partnerships Program under Grant No. DTFH61-09-G-00005. This appendix provides the design specification requirements for the seismic design of the bent system, which is abbreviated as the HfL Bent System. Modifications or additions to the requirements of the AASHTO Guide Specifications for LRFD Seismic Bridge Design are provided herein.

C.2 – DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM

The bent system comprises precast columns supported by either spread footings or drilled shafts and a precast cap beam that supports prestressed concrete girders. The bent is integrated with the superstructure using a cast-in-place full concrete diaphragm. The cap beam thus created is a two-stage dropped cap beam, with the lower precast portion known as the first stage cap and the upper diaphragm known as the second stage cap. The deck slab is cast on top of the girders and diaphragm. This concept is illustrated in Figures C-1 and C-2 and in Figure 4.11.2-2.

The system connections consist of a socket connection at the foundation level and a grouted bar connection to the cap beam. The foundation must be cast around the precast column to form the socket connection, and the interface between the column and foundation must be intentionally roughened to ensure vertical load carrying capacity. In the HfL Bent System, the connection to the cap beam is intended to consist of large diameter bars such that fewer bars are required. These bars are grouted into steel ducts with generous diameters relative to the bars (2 to 3 inches larger in diameter) to facilitate fit up.

The precast column may also be divided into segments to reduce handling weights. For many typical bridges, a single precast column element is sufficient. However, the segmental column concept was included in the validation and HfL demonstration project.

Validation testing of the HfL Bent System was conducted by the University of Washington, and the results are reported in Pang et al. (2008), Haraldsson et al. (2013), Hung et al. (2013), and Marsh et al. (2013). Additionally, a demonstration project was constructed by the Washington State Department of Transportation over Interstate 5 south of Olympia.
Figure C-1 – Precast bent system, exploded view

Figure C-2 – Elevation of column and pier
C.3 – DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

The articles below provide additional requirements to those in the main body of the Guide Specifications for LRFD Seismic Bridge Design, and these requirements shall be followed when designing an HfL Bent System. Articles of the main specification that are not changed herein apply to the design of the bent system and therefore still apply.

C-3.3 – EARTHQUAKE-RESISTING SYSTEMS (ERS) REQUIREMENTS FOR SDCS C AND D

The HfL Bent System may only be used with Types 1, 3, 4, and 5 ERS, as illustrated in Figure 3.3-1a. The Earthquake Resisting Elements (EREs) permitted within the bent are Type 1, 2, 7, 8, and 13, as illustrated in Figure 3.3-1b. No other EREs are permitted when the HfL bent is used.

Although the EREs are in the permissible category, the HfL Bent System, itself, is only permissible with Owner’s approval.

C-4.8.1 – Local Displacement Capacity for SDCs B and C

Equations 4.8.1-1, 4.8.1-2, and 4.8.1-3 may be used to assess the local displacement capacity of the HfL Bent System in SDCs B and C.

C-4.11.6 – Analytical Plastic Hinge Length

Equations 4.11.6-1 and 4.11.6-3 apply to the HfL Bent System without modification.

C-C3.3

The HfL Bent System has only been validated with spread footings, drilled shafts, and plastic hinging restricted to the columns. Due to the limited application of the system, the EREs are all considered permissible with Owner’s approval. As experience is gained with the system, this restriction may be eased.

C-C4.11.6

The HfL Bent System is an emulative system that behaves similarly to cast-in-place (CIP) systems of the same configuration. Validation testing reported by Pang et al. (2008), Haraldsson et al. (2013), and Hung et al. (2013) has shown that the calculations of displacement capacity, including the analytical plastic hinge length and other elements of the procedure, may be performed using the same approach as for CIP elements.
Where socket-type connections are used to connect precast columns to CIP spread footings or pile caps, the following requirements shall be followed.

The interface of the precast column with the footing shall be intentionally roughened to an amplitude of 0.70 inches. The column-to-footing shear interface shall be designed for interface shear using Article 5.8.4 of the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications. To account for potential shrinkage cracking around the column, the cohesion factor, $c$, shall be taken as zero. The friction factor, $\mu$, and the factors $K1$ and $K2$ may be taken as those for normal-weight concrete placed against a clean concrete surface.

The shear friction bars need not cross the interface between the column and footing. Instead, the bars that would normally pass across this interface shall be placed at the same level in the footing adjacent to the column. Because typical footings have an orthogonal layout of reinforcement, bars at 45 degrees to the footing reinforcement are also required. These additional bars should be of the same size as the main footing reinforcement and be fully developed at the projection of the perpendicular column face. It is recommended that four bars be placed at each of four locations around the column. Such additional bars shall be placed near the top and bottom reinforcement of the footing.

With a socket-type connection it is not practical to turn the column bars out with 90-degree hooks. Therefore, column bars shall be terminated with mechanical anchorages capable of developing the column bar specified ultimate tensile strength (Class HA per ASTM A970). These anchorages shall be placed below the bottom mat of footing reinforcement to develop a complete joint force transfer mechanism. The placement of the anchorages will require additional space beneath the bottom mat of reinforcement.

The soil directly beneath the column must support the column and associated construction loads before the footing concrete gains sufficient strength. If necessary, a small slab beneath the column may be necessary to provide appropriate column support during construction.
C-6.5 – DRILLED SHAFTS

Where socket-type connections are used to connect precast columns to drilled shafts (or pile shafts), the column-to-shaft side interface shall be intentionally roughened to an amplitude of 0.70 inches. Because axial loads can be supported by end bearing of the column on the shaft, a shear friction interface design is not required. However, consideration shall be given to temporary support of the precast column and to proper consolidation of concrete between the column base and shaft to ensure that an adequate load path is provided.

Additional requirements are provided in Article C-8.8.12.

C-8.1 – GENERAL

Precast columns and cap beams used with the HfL Bent System are covered by Section 8. The columns of such systems are not considered precast concrete piles.

C-8.6.10 – Interface Shear Transfer Capacity of Precast Bent Systems (New Article)

The interface shear capacity between precast column and cap beam or between segments of precast columns shall be determined using Article 5.8.4 of the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications. To account for cyclic loading effects and the potential for significant cracking, the cohesion factor, \( c \), shall be taken as zero and the friction factor, \( \mu \), shall be 0.60. The factors \( K1 \) and \( K2 \) shall be 0.2 and 0.8 ksi, respectively.

C-8.8.3 – Splicing of Longitudinal Reinforcement in Columns Subject to Ductility Demands for SDCs C and D

Where tensile force is transferred between reinforcing anchored into steel ducts using high-strength grout and bars adjacent to the duct, the splice length, \( l_{splices} \), shall be the longer of the anchorage length of the bar inside the duct, as given by Article C-8.8.4, or the splice length of the bars on the outside of the duct as determined by Article 5.11.5 of the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications.

To the extent practical, the bars spliced to the duct should be arranged to minimize eccentricity and should be in contact with the duct. If bars are placed
away from the duct, the non-contact distance must be added to the splice length.

Transverse steel shall enclose both the duct and the bars outside the duct.

![Figure C-C8.8.3-1 – Splicing of Grouted Duct Bars to Other Bars](image)

C-8.8.4 – Minimum Development Length of Reinforcing Steel for SDCs C and D

The anchorage length for column bars developed into steel ducts shall satisfy:

\[
l_{ac} = \frac{0.67 d_{hl} f_{ye}}{\sqrt{f'_g}}
\]

where:

- \(d_{hl}\) = diameter of longitudinal column bar (in.)
- \(f_{ye}\) = expected yield stress of the longitudinal reinforcement (ksi)
- \(f'_g\) = nominal compressive strength of the grout (ksi)

When bars are anchored into steel ducts, the force that is transferred to the duct must then be transferred to adjacent reinforcement. In addition to the development length provided in Eq. 8.8.4-1, the length of the embedment must consider the splice length required and configuration (i.e., non-contact distance) of the bars outside of the duct, to which the tensile force is transferred.

The ducts used shall be steel and be of semi-rigid corrugated construction. Axial force shall not be transferred beyond the end of the bar anchored within the duct without testing to demonstrate that the duct

Testing by Eberhard et al. (2009) showed that large reinforcing bars can be developed in shorter lengths than normal, if the bars are grouted into steel ducts. The bars can develop their ultimate strength if grouted at least 16 bar diameters into the ducts. This length allows for cyclic degradation and is based on developing at least 95 ksi bar stress with grout strengths of 8 ksi. Eq. 8.8.4-1 provides adjustment for grout strength and assumes the ultimate strength of the bar is 1.4 times the expected yield strength.

The length of the duct used to anchor grouted bars may be controlled by either the bar grouted into the duct, as provided by Eq. 8.8.4-1, or the normal splice length of the bars on the outside of the duct. Additionally, if such bars are not adjacent to the duct, then the non-contact distance should be added to the splice length.

For smaller applications, corrugated post-tensioning duct is adequate. For anchorage of larger bars, corrugated steel pipe conforming to ASTM A760 may be used. Typically, such pipe would be galvanized.

The ducts are intended to provide local confinement, crack arresting, and provide a roughened surface to facilitate shear transfer from the bar.
has the capacity to withstand the expected tensile force.

The ratio of duct-to-bar diameter shall not exceed 6.

In the case of dropped cap beams, where ducts anchor column reinforcement in the first or lower stage cap beam, but the superstructure is integral with the upper cap beam, all column bars must extend into the upper cap. These bars should extend as far as practical to the top of the upper cap.

In the event that a limited number of column bars need to be terminated in the lower cap, a rational analysis, such as strut-and-tie analysis, shall be conducted to account for the actual distribution of forces transferred from the column bars to the cap beam.

C-8.8.7 – Lateral Reinforcement Inside the Plastic Hinge Region for SDCs C and D

Where precast columns connected with grouted bedding layers are used, lateral reinforcement may be required within the bedding layer. The maximum spacing of lateral reinforcement applies inclusive of the bedding layer. Lateral reinforcement included in the bedding layer shall be of the same size as that in the column itself. If stronger materials are used for reinforcement of the bedding layer, the assumed material strength for design shall be the same as that used for the column.

If cross-slope results in a varying thickness of the grout bedding layer, the largest thickness shall be used to configure the lateral reinforcement.

C-8.8.10 – Development Length for Column Bars Extended into Oversized Pile Shafts for SDCs C and D

Where socket connections are used, column bars may be terminated with straight bar embedment or mechanical anchorages capable of developing the column bar to the specified ultimate tensile strength (Class HA per ASTM A970).

All column bars may be terminated at the same location, provided the confinement steel of C-8.8.12 is included.

The bars shall be extended into the transition or splice zone of the pile shaft a distance equal to the standard Class C splice length as determined by the controlling case of column or shaft bars. Additional lap length must be added for the non-contact length anchored inside to the adjacent concrete. The ducts are not intended to resist tensile forces.

Because the joint shear force transfer between the vertical system and superstructure takes place in the upper cap beam, the column bars must be extended into the upper cap. The effect of the lower cap is to distribute forces along the cap and thereby enlarge the effective joint shear region.

C-C8.8.10

The lap length of the column longitudinal reinforcement with the pile shaft reinforcement must account for all bars being spliced at once using a Class C splice, and the lap length must include the additional non-contact distance, e, between the column and shaft bars as shown in Figure C-C8.8.10-1.
between column and shaft bars. The embedment depth must meet the following:

\[ l_e = l_s + e + c \]  \hspace{1cm} (C-8.8.10-1)

where:

- \( l_e \) = total embedment length of precast column,
- \( l_s \) = Class C splice length of controlling bar (in.),
- \( e \) = largest center-to-center distance between column and shaft bars (in.),
- \( c \) = total bar end cover distance of both column and shaft bars (in.).

**C-8.8.12 – Lateral Confinement for Oversized Pile Shafts for SDCs C and D**

Where socket connections of precast columns are used to connect columns with pile shafts, adequate confinement reinforcement must be included to react the internal tension forces that develop. Lateral confinement reinforcement along the column embedment length shall satisfy:

\[ \frac{A_{sh}}{s_{max}} \geq \frac{k f_{ul} A_l}{2 \pi f_{yr} l_s} \]  \hspace{1cm} (C-8.8.12-1)

where:

- \( A_{sh} \) = area of lateral confinement steel – one leg of spiral or welded hoop (in.²)
- \( s_{max} \) = spacing between lateral confinement steel (in.)
- \( k \) = efficiency factor, taken as 1 over the upper half of the embedment length and 0.5 over the lower half.
- \( f_{ul} \) = tensile strength of column longitudinal reinforcement (ksi)
- \( A_l \) = total area of column longitudinal reinforcement (in.²)
- \( f_{yr} \) = yield strength of lateral or transverse reinforcement (ksi)
- \( l_s \) = length of required Class C splice (in.)

Over the upper 1 foot of the shaft confinement

The confinement reinforcement requirements over the top portions of oversized pile shafts that connect with precast columns are included to provide tie reinforcement to react prying forces introduced near the top of the shaft by the precast column. Experimental testing by Hung et al. 2013 showed that adequate strength may be achieved in such connections, provided the lateral confinement reinforcement as defined by Eq. 8.8.12-1 is included. The additional confinement reinforcement required over the upper half of the embedment length is intended to limit potential shaft damage, which tends to occur at the top of the shaft if adequate confinement is not provided.

The configuration of the tie reinforcement is shown in Figure C-C8.8.12-1.
length, the transverse reinforcement content shall be doubled from that used otherwise for the upper half of the embedment length.

Lateral confinement reinforcement in the oversized pile shaft shall be permitted to be developed by welding of a spiral onto itself, provided the weld is designed to develop the strength of the spiral.

**Figure C-C8.8.12-1 – Tie reinforcement for a socket-type column-to-pile shaft connection**

The additional top lateral reinforcement in the upper 1 foot of the oversized pile shafts is required to control cracking in this region. The amount is based on judgment from two specimen tests. Additional testing is underway, and this requirement may be altered based on these results. The additional reinforcement may be placed in the same vertical cylindrical surface as the main lateral confinement steel, options A and B in Figure C-C8.8.12-2.

**Figure C-C8.8.12-2 – Options for placement of additional lateral confinement reinforcement in the top 1 foot of oversized pile shafts**
C-8.10 – SUPERSTRUCTURE CAPACITY  
DESIGN FOR INTEGRAL BENT CAPS FOR  
LONGITUDINAL DIRECTION FOR SDCS C AND D

The effective width of open soffit superstructure resisting longitudinal seismic moments, \( B_{\text{eff}} \), may be determined by Eq. 8.10-1 for open soffit, girder-deck superstructures supported on dropped cap beam integral bents.

\[
B_{\text{eff}} = D_c + 2D_{s1} + D_{s2} \quad \text{(C8.10-1)}
\]

where:

\( D_c \) = diameter of the column (in.)
\( D_{s1} \) = depth of dropped portion of cap (in.)
\( D_{s2} \) = depth of superstructure (in.)

Where the superstructure frames into the integral cap, adequate reinforcement from the superstructure must extend into the cap beam in order to transmit the capacity protection forces that are expected. This implies that both top and bottom reinforcement must extend into the cap beam or diaphragm. This reinforcement must lap with similar reinforcement from the opposite side of the diaphragm such that a complete load path for equilibrium of moments is provided.

C-8.13.2 – Joint Proportioning

Where integral dropped cap beam construction is used, calculation of the average horizontal, vertical, and joint shear stresses for longitudinal loading shall use the following approach.

In the transverse direction, \( D_s \) shall be taken as the full depth of the combined lower and upper stages of the cap beam.

In the longitudinal direction, the following equations shall be used, in lieu of Eqs. 8.13.2-5 through 8.13.2-7.

For an integral dropped cap beam, the average horizontal stress, \( f_h \), shall be taken as:

\[
f_h = \frac{P_b}{D_{s2}(D_c + 2D_{s1} + D_{s2})} \quad \text{C-8.13.2-1}
\]

where:

\( D_c \) = diameter of the column (in.)
$D_{s1} =$ depth of dropped portion of cap (in.)
$D_{s2} =$ depth of superstructure (in.)
$P_b =$ superstructure axial force at the center of the joint including effects of prestressing (kip)

For an integral dropped cap beam, the average vertical stress, $f_v$, shall be taken as:

$$f_v = \frac{P_c}{B_{cap}(D_c + 2D_{s1} + D_{s2})} \quad \text{C-8.13.2-2}$$

where:

$P_c =$ column axial force (kips)
$B_{cap} =$ bent cap width (in.)

For an integral dropped cap beam, the average joint shear stress, $v_{jv}$, shall be taken as:

$$v_{jv} = \frac{T_c}{l_{ac}(D_c + 2D_{s1} + D_{s2})} \quad \text{C-8.13.2-3}$$

where:

$T_c =$ column tensile force associated with column overstrength plastic hinging moment, $M_{po}$ (kips)
$l_{ac} =$ length of column and additional effective cap beam reinforcement embedded into upper stage, $D_{s2}$, of cap (in.)

The increase in effective width is based on a spreading at a 45-degree angle starting at the face of the column. Spreading is stopped at the center of the superstructure, which has a depth of $D_{s2}$. The effective width is shown in Figure C-C8.13.2-1.

**Figure C-C8.13.2-1 – Effective width for an integral dropped cap beam connection considering force transfer in the longitudinal direction of the bridge**

The effective reinforcement in the upper cap beam joint region is that column reinforcement that extends into the upper cap and the cap beam stirrups and other bars that extend from the lower cap into the upper cap over the effective width of the longitudinal joint shear region, $D_c + 2D_{s1} + D_{s2}$.

The column tensile force is calculated using Eq. 8.13.2-8.

**C-8.13.3 – Minimum Joint Shear Reinforcing**

When grouted ducts are used, transverse reinforcement shall be included around the ducts that anchor column reinforcement. The transverse reinforcement in the joint shall satisfy Eqs. 8.13.3-1 and 8.13.3-2 and applicable requirements of Articles 8.13.4 and 8.13.5.

**C-8.13.4.1 – T Joints**

The provisions in this article apply to integral dropped cap beam construction. The required vertical stirrups, $A_{jv}^r$, shall extend of the full depth of the cap beam.
C-8.13.4.2 – Knee Joints

The provisions in this article apply to integral dropped cap beam construction. The required vertical stirrups, $A_{jv}$, shall extend of the full depth of the cap beam. The full depth of the integral cap beam, $D_{s1}+D_{s2}$, shall be considered when laying out the required additional reinforcement.

C-8.14.1 – Horizontally Isolated Flares

Where precast column segments are larger than the interface and bedding layer connecting to the cap beam, the requirements for horizontally isolated flares shall apply.

C-C8.14.1

The design of such systems should include both the geometry of the bedding layer and any length of column that is similarly reduced in cross section. The combined length of these defines the gap thickness.
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